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2-piece anodized aluminium telescopic handle for ErgoSwing 
system with turning grips and coloured insert

REF. NOTES  NET WEIGHT
(kg)

PCK VOLUME
(m³)

GROSS WEIGHT
(kg)

SIZE (cm)
    

0000AM3045A blue, with blue insert 0,558 10 0,022 5,58 187

0000AM3045UU grey, with grey insert 0,558 10 0,021 5,58 187

0000AM3045UA grey, with blue insert 0,558 10 0,022 5,58 187

0000AM3045UB grey, with red insert 0,558 10 0,021 5,58 187

0000AM3045UC grey, with yellow insert 0,558 10 0,021 5,58 187

0000AM3045UF grey, with green insert 0,558 10 0,021 5,58 187

Extends from 105 to 187 cm

APPLICATIONS
Handle designed for use with any type of holder, with ErgoSwing joint.

FEATURES
• Made of high-quality material and 100% recyclable
• The use of the handle together with the mop holders with ErgoSwing joint significantly reduces wrist movements compared to traditional systems, 

preventing the onset of work-related illnesses
• The ErgoSwing system has been designed to accommodate movement in an S-shape, resulting in less fatigue and higher productivity
• Hand grips rotate at 360° for easier movement and sturdy grip
• The rotation locking mechanism allows to safely place the tool against a support
• The system offers optimum performance, with significantly less effort required by the operator

MATERIAL
Copolymer polypropylene, acetal resin, thermoplastic rubber and aluminium
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RELATED PRODUCTS

SPEEDY FRAME® - plastic folding frame with 
ErgoSwing fitting Plastic folding mop holder with ErgoSwing

UNIKO - plastic folding mop holder with mop head 
hook and ErgoSwing joint

Plastic folding frame for pocket and tab mop heads 
with ErgoSwing fitting

MICROPLAST flat mop frame with strips, with 
ErgoSwing fitting

SPARK - tool with rubber blades and ErgoSwing 
joint
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